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The Progress Report is a free, quarterly publication of
the FINAL FRONTIERS FOUNDATION INC., whose
purpose is to effectively take the Gospel to the more
than three billion souls who have never yet heard it.
Currently we are ministering in over eighty countries.; many
of which are closed to foreign missionaries. In other countries,
work among the various tribal groups is restricted to national
preachers only; thus they are open to us because of our unique method
of missions.
We believe that the training and subsidizing of national preachers is the
most efficient and effective method of global evangelism. We seek to raise
prayer and financial support from believers in the West, for God's servants
abroad, who are actively involved in church planting and discipleship.
Selection of those we sponsor is dependent upon their doctrinal beliefs, need,
reputation and ministry experience. We support only those who are serving by
faith, never those who are waiting for a salary in order to serve. Worldwide, the
average preacher in a third-world country needs as little as only $35.00 - $350.00
each month to support his family and ministry.
All those subsidized through this foundation are involved in church planting. Their various outreach ministries include: Bible translation and
distribution, radio and television broadcasting, camps, Bible schools, outdoor and film evangelism, educational and health programs, handicap and
leper ministries, orphan and children's ministries, etc. The Foundation receives its funding from individuals, churches, etc. who choose to select and
support a specific preacher, project or child under the Foundation’s oversight or give general donations allowing the funds to be used where and as
needed.
Current ministries available for support are listed on page 23:
Most of these have articles within each issue of the Progress Report dedicated to their purpose and to provide accountability for those who support
those causes.
Executive Board of Directors:
FINAL FRONTIERS, a non-profit, religious corporation, was founded by Jon Nelms in 1987, and is governed by those serving on the Executive
Board of Directors: Rev. Jon Nelms (Chairman), Rev. Daniel Nelms (President), Rev. Gene Carpenter (Vice President), Rev. Michael Horne
(Secretary), Rev. Don Prosser, Mr. Ralph Wills, Rev. Steve Ware, and Rev. Anthony Lamb. Further council is provided by those serving on the
national Boards of Advisors. Contributions and gifts to this ministry are tax-deductible and are applied to the ministry's evangelistic outreach. FINAL
FRONTIERS is classified as a 509 (a)(1) public foundation, under section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Annual copies of the ministry's 990
form are available online or upon request by contacting the home office.
International Offices/Directors:
International offices are maintained in every country of service for accountability purposes and are staffed by national and regional coordinators
who are approved by the Executive Board of Directors. Parallel oversight of many regions is provided by our Directors of Expansion. These Directors
are staff missionaries who are particularly knowledgeable of their region of the world and are responsible for finding and approving national preachers
who meet our qualifications and are in need of support. Missionaries from various boards often fill these positions for us based upon their knowledge,
experience and location on site.
Contact Information:
For further information concerning this ministry and its various programs, or to schedule a speaker for your church or mission conference, please
contact our home office:
Final Frontiers Foundation
1200 Peachtree St.
Louisville, GA 30434 USA

Telephone:
Email:

(706) 955-4916 or (800) 522-4324
webmaster@finalfrontiers.org

Legal:
“Final Frontiers” is a registered trademark of the Final Frontiers Foundation. “Touch A Life” is a partner ministry and a registered 501 C3 administered
by the Final Frontiers Foundation. Other ministry subsidiaries such as Daily Bread, Bags of Hope, Smugglers, High Calling, Power Pack, etc. are also
administered by the Final Frontiers Foundation and are accountable to the Executive Board of Directors. 990s are compiled annually as are Certified
Financial Statements, by an outside CPA firm and made available upon request or visible online at www.guidestar.com.

C o ve r P h o to ...
Date:

1986

Location: Zion Hill
Chiengrai
Thailand
Subject: On Jon’s second visit to Zion Hill,
where he had preached
to the Akha, they welcome him with their own
songs the Creator
Guishaw.

2

The first Akha conversion occurred around the mid-1960s. Five men
were brought to Christ. If memory serves correctly, I once read they were
evangelized by a national tribal preacher from China Inland Missions who
was passing through their region but did not stay to disciple them. For
nearly twenty years there were no more Akha converts known until a work
was started at Zion Hill where Jon was the first white man to meet them.
Zion Hill Village became the “Jerusalem” of Akha evangelism and the
church there started a small school that reached into Burma, Laos and
China. Today, there are tens of thousands of Akha converts.
In this photo the two men in the top center, who were among the first
graduates, were supported as church planters but after time we lost sufficient accountability for them and then lost all contact. Recently contact
was reestablished and we are in the process of requalifying them and their
Timothies for support. A Gaw is top center and Paul Chirmir is to his right.
Read the story in greater detail beginning on page 12.
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Jon and Nolin Nelms
JNELMS@FINALFRONTIERS.ORG
800‐522‐4324 EXT.110
706‐955‐4916 EXT.110
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It is always a blessing for us when others are able to go and
visit any of the works we fund or manage around the world.
Recently Pastor Dave Clear of the First Baptist Church,
Rosemount, MN visited Ghana with one of his assistant
pastors. He concluded his trip with this brief letter and a few
photos that I thought would interest and entertain you. Dave is
the father of one of our missionary/representatives, Pilot Jon
Clear. Jon’s home base is in Indiana and is available for
meetings.

for at least five years his
church has brought both adults
and youth to visit with us in
Honduras. Two summers ago
Daniel snapped this photo and
posted it on Facebook with the
caption, “Missionaries put their
pants on just like everybody
else ... kind of.”

In February, I and one of my assistants traveled to Ghana where we
spent a day with Rev. Daniel Sappor in Tefle. Brother Sappor is a national pastor who in addition to starting churches has started a Christian
academy and operates three Touch a Life feeding centers.
While we were there, we were treated to a special program put on by
and for the hundreds of children helped by the ministry. Many of the
children, while we were there received special designated Christmas gifts
from their Touch a Life sponsors in the States. We witnessed as some
received shoes, backpacks, Bibles and bicycles. But then they presented
some gifts I never planned on, and they asked me to help present them
to the children. I helped to present chickens and goats (as seen in the
pictures). It was precious to me to realize that these gifts were luxuries
that would mean additional food for their families.
Both I and my assistant left feeling very blessed to have witnessed these precious children, who are not only receiving physical nourishment each day, but the blessed gospel of Christ. We were very thankful for Brother Sappor and his good ministry
there in Tefle!
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By the time you receive the next Progress Report Nolin and
I will be in Honduras hosting various Visionary Trips for the
summer. Last year the groups helped us start a new church.
Two weeks later that church, along with another group helped
us start another church. Since that time those two churches
have started a third church. This year we will be evangelizing
more mountain top villages, visiting the Tulopan Indians,
swimming at waterfalls, riding mules and horses to Bartolo and
probably opening a new feeding center. In addition, for those
who want to help manually, we will be painting several houses
for older ladies, helping to repair other houses and building an
addition to our Suyapa church/feeding center. If you’re like me
and not so “handy”, we’ll do something else while the others
work. Like maybe sitting in the shade with an ice cold coke and
supervise their labor.
This picture was taken by Pastor Daniel Carpenter of the
Palmetto Land Baptist Church in Summerville, SC. Every year

I’m not sure what was going on in that picture but I think I was
helping Tim put on his belt for some reason. (Tim needs a lot of
help as you well know!) The point is, we can all really use your
help for a week in Honduras so if you are interested in visiting
with us this summer, check out the ad on page 7 and then get in
touch with us quickly. BTW, those are mango trees in the
background. We have thousands of free mangos for you to eat
as well as pineapple and bananas; so come on down and bring
your appetite.
On a more serious note, this issue is packed with ministry
opportunities and explanations of why we do what we do. Some
of our methods are controversial so I wanted to take time to
explain our viewpoint. I hope it will be beneficial for you. And
what I could not squeeze into this issue is already being put in
the next, which will be out in early August. Stay with us and pray
for us. We serve by His strength and for His honor but we
cherish your prayers and partnership.
Yours for souls,
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Those of you who receive our E
A
have grown
accustomed to receiving posts from us regarding the rescue of
our pastors and church members throughout the Middle East.
Over the years such request have become less frequent, and
there’s a reason for that. In fact, there are several.
There have been times that I have been so graphic in giving
details, that long-time sponsors have grown upset and complained of experiencing depression. They have chosen to drop
our support so they never have to read of such details again. In
such cases we could have easily removed their name from our
email list and resolved the problem without a preacher or child
having to lose their support.
Generally though the opposition, what little there has been,
was not directed towards the graphic description of the situation
but towards the reality of us asking for funds to rescue our people. Most who would not agree in principle with the idea of paying a ransom, at least acknowledge our right to disagree and
our motivation to try to help. To my failing memory, all who have
opposed our paying a ransom have admitted that if it were their
family member captured, they would certainly do the same.
Shortly after sending one such notification I received a brief
and well-intentioned response from a sponsor of our ministry
who expressed disagreement with our policy. His was probably
the second or third such response over the years so I thought I
would take the time to address their viable concerns, because
most certainly, they represent the unexpressed thoughts of others as well. There were two primary concerns:




That it is wrong to negotiate as the guilty will increase their
efforts in order to make more money. (Logical but not necessary true. I’ll explain why as you read on.)

That it is wrong to negotiate since there is nothing to keep
them from being kidnapped again. (Try using that logic on a
critically ill patient who is taking medication to “delay the
inevitable”. Again it is logical, but not necessarily true.)
Before I address these two concerns let me make a point.
When I started Final Frontiers in 1986 to raise support for national church planters, we were I’m told, the first Baptist ministry
in America started specifically for this purpose. Advancing the
concept was an uphill battle and today, many still are not in
agreement. Those who openly and actively fought us stated
such arguments as: you can’t trust the nationals, or they only
serve for money, or how do you know what they are really doing, etc. Some of what they argued was true but most was just
racial prejudice (since all preachers are “national preachers”
from some country). In fact, some “national support ministries”
even today boast that they never give money directly to a national, they only support men who were trained by and paid
through an American missionary, not another national.
The issue is not trustworthiness but accountability. More
than one missions leader has told me that he was opposed to
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what we do, but then after hearing our accountability process
and requirements, totally reversed his opinion.
So once again, let me suggest that while I may have a tendency to agree with my opposition’s opinions, I think if they will
examine how we do what we do rather than assume they understand it, they will find themselves more with us than against us.
One thing you can always count on is that no matter how much
others compare themselves to us, we are entirely different.
Regarding those two points collectively …
Jesus rightly warned us that we would always have poor people among us, but that was not given as a reason not to help
them. It was merely an observation. Likewise, we will always
have brethren captured, tortured and killed whether we help
them or not. It has been going on for thousands of years and will
continue till Christ returns. But that is no excuse not to help
those whom we can.
It seems to me that neither of the two viewpoints are derived
from biblical references other than that the early church prayed
for Peter and he was miraculously released. Are we to assume
then that they forgot to pray for James, Stephen, Paul and others? Let’s remember that they also met daily and from house to
house and they also had all things in common. Why do we not
seek to emulate them in those characteristics as well? Don’t get
upset, I’m just asking. Personally I don’t see the details of Peter’s release as any greater a miracle than that of perfect
strangers on opposite sides of the globe raising funds to ransom
other perfect strangers of like faith, simply on the confidence of
the word of a life-long, professional sinner, named Jon Nelms.
Let me just make some observations if I may; realizing this is
a one-sided conversation. (My side of course, how else can I be
guaranteed victory?) Perhaps at the very least, I may not be
persuasive but will at least explain our position hopefully to the
point of you being able to accept it as viable, if disagreeable.
There is no biblical precedent (that I am yet aware of) stating
that we cannot pay a ransom or negotiate. If there is, please tell
me. More than anything, like you, I want to be totally faithful to
the Lord. However, we do know that ...



Joseph of Arimathea negotiated with Pilate for the body of
Christ. Had negotiations not been necessary and payment
made (whether in cash, kind or good will) it would never
have need to be mentioned. We are told only of the proceedings of negotiations, not of the form of “currency”. I
derive from this that negotiations for the right purpose is
acceptable.



The Good Samaritan negotiated with the inn-keeper by
leaving enough funds to pay for his medical needs, food
and lodging with the pledge to pay more if needed. Could
the Samaritan have wondered if the inn-keeper would cast
out the victim and keep the funds for himself and later cover
his sin by saying the victim recovered and left with no for-

Final Frontiers Foundation

warding address? Sure, that's reasonable. Could the victim
expect to be robbed again in the future on that well established route? Most definitely, but the scripture is silent on
whether he was or wasn’t. What we see here is that the lack
of fully transparent accountability and the potential of future
assault (or re-assault) was not a justification for inaction.





David and Abraham both went to war and upon returning and
learning their families had been kidnapped did not negotiate,
rather they pursued and slew the captors. Of course if I suggested we do likewise it would no doubt offend many. After
all, we are a ministry, not a militia.

Finally, and not to sound too “spiritual”; Christ paid the ultimate ransom for our salvation when he died on the cross. He
“redeemed” us (which means He “bought us back”. He “paid
our price” in full). There was no redemption without a price
being paid.
In none of these cases are we told they stopped to pray about
it first or delayed while waiting for a miracle; in none of these cases were their intentions questioned or were they told their willingness to pay the ransom would only encourage future wrongs.
They saw a need and acted as best they could. That is not to say
we have not prayed. We do so continually and because of this our
people are freed to preach again, our identities are yet unknown
and ransom prices hit rock bottom for surely, if they knew it was
us, it would take a miracle indeed to pay the ransom.
We all look for specific verses to obey when possible and when
not, we can look to common sense and biblical principle. It might
be prudent to note that we all, as modern-day Christians, do a lot
of things the Bible doesn’t tell us to do; but that does not stop us
in our efforts to be more effective and culturally relevant. Where
do we find paid staff in the Bible, other than the pastors (and perhaps Deacons)? Where are the youth directors and music directors mentioned? What about Christian colleges? What about gymnasiums and even church buildings for that matter? What about
air conditioning? What about monthly support for missionaries as
opposed to “tent-making” and the building of Christian camps,
radio stations and coffee shops? I think I make my point - which is
- the lack of a mention in the scripture does not equate to any of
these things being sinful or unethical. They are logical, prudent
and effective. They grow out of our culture and when practiced
long enough, they almost become “doctrine”. This is why when I
started Final Frontiers in 1986 to support national church planters,
most church and mission leaders said what I was doing was unbiblical. Though it is clearly in the book of Acts, III John and elsewhere, culture had blinded their eyes and they could not see it.
Now it is clearly seen and accepted by most everyone. Of course
they still do not support Final Frontiers, they choose rather to start
“their own” ministries and attempt to duplicate what we do. Praise
the Lord as they reach where we cannot and Christ is honored.
In my personal experience, those who have this position
against rescuing Believers at a cost never refer to a Biblical reference, rather they refer to an American political claim which has
never been true. Our government may not negotiate directly, but
we do use third parties like France when dealing with Vietnam,
Russia when dealing with Iran and Syria, China when dealing with
North Korea and NATO when dealing with Turkey. Such efforts
were dramatized recently in the Tom Hanks film, Bridge of Spies.
What do you think Ambassadors and Secretary of States do?
What do you think the United Nations is for? And for those who
may truly believe our government never negotiates with terrorists,
let’s not forget the recent “non-negotiation” that resulted in five
American hostages being released after Iran received six of their
own, the lifting of sanctions and $150 billion dollars; among other
things after we negotiated with what the State Department classifies as a terrorist sponsoring nation. (Hezbollah is funded by Iran.)
There are references that I feel can allude in principle to the
defense of what we do. There are ample commands such as “do

unto others…” that at the least imply justification. If captured, I
would certainly hope someone, somewhere is busy negotiating for me. And then there is the verse that tells us to “do good
unto all men, especially those of the household of faith”. You
may consider these a “stretch” to defend my point, but they
are less a stretch than a non-existing verse to the contrary or
confining our ministry policies to those of a less than perfect,
man-made policy. We break no laws of our land to do what we
do. Certain medicines may be illegal here. It may be illegal to
go to Mexico and bring them back here; but it is not illegal to
go to Mexico, be treated and then return home cured.
It should also be noted that in our case, negotiation is never sought from us, in fact, we have always initiated the request. In fact, “negotiation” may not even be the best term to
use. We merely request the release of our people and pay
their fines to secure the release. Our people are captured for
sport or for their faith or for the harvesting of their body parts.
The enemy certainly knows they are Christians but they don’t
know they are involved with us before, during or after the capture and release process. If they did, we could never afford the
price that would be required.
When we learn that one of our own is caught, we use our
methods and contacts to find where they are, who has them,
who is in charge and what is the contact phone number. Then
we initiate an offer to redeem them. Sometimes the captors
are not willing and no negotiations are made other than if possible, to secure the body for burial (which has become very
rare). But there are times when debt, greed or pressure from
outside sources force their hands to talk with us; only they do
not know and cannot comprehend, who the “us” is.
When regional governments toppled a few years ago, it
became apparent to even the most unlearned student of the
Middle East that it is a vast territory primarily governed by family and tribal militias. Some are terrorists, some just out to get
what they can, while they can. In that culture, everything you
are depends on your tribe or family (name), or what clan you
belong to. Your tribe is your life, your death, your security,
your family, your income, your marriage pool, your help in time
of crises, etc. When you accept Christ as Savior, you willingly
lose it all. You become like Abraham, a man without a home,
without a family, without a country. You have only the promise
of eternity. What’s worse, you are viewed as a traitor to your
people and your family. You cling desperately to the “new family” you have joined, the family of Believers, as they are all you
have in this life. And if your new family cannot help you then
have no help and we have demonstrated our weakness to the
enemy and lose face with all others. Our God’s name is cursed as being impotent. We are their family. We are either all
things to all men or we are less than nothing to every man.
I have found that usually when some disagree they do so
kindly and thoughtfully but from an American cultural viewpoint. I embrace their opinion and look forward to the opportunity to both learn from them and to teach them why we do
what we do. (“Iron sharpens iron.”) I am pleased to say that in
our dozens of episodes with hundreds of captives, that we
have never had a single time when a captor molested or recaptured our people after the deal was made. Part of the
standing agreement is that they will leave our people alone
and the individuals caught will never be touched again. They
have always honored this agreement. The problem that persists is this, when we had to deal with organizations there was
an established hierarchy, now that we deal with militias, one
group is not bound to the agreement of another. Still, by God’s
grace we remain successful.
If we can honor the military’s tradition of “leave no man
behind”, can we not agree that we will not abandon our own
either? After all, only the funds given for ransom are used for
ransom. That’s accountability.
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Support for the Tਨਬਮਲ਼ਧਸ Pਮਤਢਲ਼ is just $10 monthly whereas support for a full time preacher is $50 monthly. These funds help the
school provide the curriculum and living needs of the Timothys such as food, clothing and transportation to the churches they are
starting. If this seems like a worthwhile and an eternally productive investment to you, then perhaps you would consider being a $10
or more, monthly sponsor of Tਧਤ Tਨਬਮਲ਼ਧਸ Pਮਤਢਲ਼.

It is our purpose to support national church planters but it is
our joy to assist dedicated, effective American missionaries as
well. One such missionary team is Randall and Phyllis Stirewalt
who serve in Kenya. Randall and Phyllis grew up in the Midwest
as “bus kids” and have served in Africa for well over 25 years.
The photo on the next page is their church in Eldoret, Kenya
where they recently hosted a pastor’s conference for us. The
photo below was taken in Uganda in January. With it Randall
sent these words …
Fifteen years ago David Gagula who had worked with us in
Kenya for many years, wanted to return to his home area of
Uganda. I traveled with him into Mount Elgon that separates
Kenya and Uganda, where we found that there were only a few
Catholic and Anglican Churches in this whole region. No gospel
preaching Churches were not found anywhere we went. I knew
then that this is where we were to work.
Today we have seen over
3,000 people saved and baptized; 21 churches have been
started and another 8 preaching
points. We praise God for all He
has done with this work.
We also started a Bible Institute to train young men as Pas-

David and Prisilla
Gagula
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tors and Church leaders. This year we have 50 students in the
Bible Institute. We pray that God can use these young men to go
into more villages and start more new churches, reaching this
very needy area of Uganda.
Bible Institutes were also opened in Eldoret, Makutano and
Lodwar with another 100 students giving us a total of 150 students this year. This is a very important part of our ministry. It is
our prayer to open many more churches in Western Kenya and
Eastern Uganda and this can only be done by those trained for
the ministry.
Thank you for your support, we are proud to represent you in
Western Kenya and Eastern Uganda.
Your funding of our T
P
, for as little as $10
monthly pays for the tuition, books and traveling expenses for
such men as these as they do the ministry while they study for
the ministry. The photo below is their Institute in Uganda. Randall and his national preachers have Timothys in Kenya and
Uganda and some of them are also reaching into Ethiopia and
Sudan as well. Others have men reaching Somalia, Burundi and
Rwanda, and frankly, we have men literally worldwide.
Please prayerfully help us with this facet of our ministry. The
more you give the more Timothies we can train and the more
they can reach with the Gospel and train to do likewise. It’s just
that simple.

Since his support began in 1994, David has started 69 churches in Kenya and Uganda,
evangelized 362 villages, won 3,153 souls to Christ and baptized 1,845 converts.

Final Frontiers Foundation

Email Update
If we don’t have your email address you are missing out on so much.
Send it to letters@finalfrontiers.org

Visionary Trips
“Lift up your eyes and look”
If your family or church has been planning on visiting us
in Honduras this summer and haven’t made your reservations yet, don’t delay any longer.

In March we sent Joshua Martyn, our associate and videographer to East Africa to give greetings and encouragement to the
preachers we support there. He spent a month teaching and visiting villages to acquire both photos and videos that we can use for
ongoing ministry presentations. Last year Joshua traveled for us to
Guatemala. This latest venture took him to Ethiopia, Kenya and
Uganda.
A highlight of the trip was attending our pastors conferences in
Eldoret, Kenya and elsewhere, where hundreds of our supported
pastors attended a three-day Discipleship Conference. Your generosity provided 500 copies free of charge for all our preachers.
Several years ago we asked sponsors to increase their preacher’s support from $35 to $50 monthly; $5 of the increase is designated as funds to provide curriculum for our preachers. While only
a small percentage have done so, their generosity allowed us to
purchase the curriculum that will enhance the ministries of all
these preachers. The purpose of this course is to instruct the new
convert in doctrine and evangelism and to teach him how to do
likewise he brings to Christ. The end result is preachers starting
churches that will start churches, that will start churches, etc.
Here’s a big thank you to all whose offerings made this possible and an encouragement to the rest of you to increase the support of your preacher if you can afford it. What you give for one
benefits all.
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Due to the record number of people who came last summer we have extended our one-week Visionary Trips
from 9 to 13 weeks running from May 26 to August 19.
T
…
More than half of those weeks are already taken.
T
…
If you wait to long, there may not be a week available.
Call today to reserve your week!
T
…








F

Trips run from Thursday to Thursday.
You fly in and out of Tegucigalpa Honduras (the airport code is TGU)
The trip package is $650 per person and includes
lodging, food, snacks, bottled water and in-country
transportation. It does not include your air fare and
souvenirs.
The “profit” from the trip goes to fund our Touch A
Life and Daily Bread ministries in Honduras. Most
ministries charge $1200 or more so our package is a
steal.
We will include you in evangelism, visiting the homes
of children, our feeding centers and our churches,
meeting our preachers, visiting Indian tribes, starting
new churches, being interviewed/singing/preaching/
testifying live on our television channel, etc.
800-522-7324

...
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Forest Hills Golf Course in Augusta, GA
Friday, September 23, 2016






Register by 8:30 - Shotgun start at 9 AM
4 man captain’s choice
$100 includes prizes, play and range balls
Buffet lunch.
Sponsor a hole for $50.

For reservations: 800.522.4324 ext.110

Nਮਲ਼ ਠਲ਼ ਲ਼ਧਤ Mਠਲਲ਼ਤਲ ਡਲ਼ ਥਮ ਲ਼ਧਤ Mਠਲਲ਼ਤ.
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Every quarter, those who support a preacher ($50 monthly) or TEAM of preachers ($20 monthly) receive a personal
two-page report verifying the receipt of their support and showing how it was used. It is then recorded into our data
files for public viewing. Here is a recent sample; reduced to one page. (For more information see page 23.)

MISSIONARY REPORT FORM - May through August 2015
Final Frontiers Foundation:

Telephone: 706-955-4916

Fax: 706-262-2894

National Preacher’s Name:
Country:

George Menyon
Liberia

Special gift notes:

none given at this time

Today’s Date:

Email: letters@finalfrontiers.org

February 15, 2016

In the last four months:
1. Have you been involved in starting any new churches?
2. Have you evangelized any new villages?
3. How many have been saved by your witness and/or preaching?
4. How many have been baptized?

Yes
Yes

If so how many? 2
If so how many? 2

Over 400
32

Please share your prayer request with your Ministry Partner.

Please pray for the two new churches we have just started. These churches are in a Muslim dominated area in western Liberia.
God is changing the lives of Muslims.
Praise report — Please share the testimonies of what God is doing in your ministry and/or life.

Praise the Lord for allowing me to start new churches among the Muslims. God has used His word to change the lives of
Muslims to become faithful Christians. It is amazing how God can work through man to teach His Word to people for whom
it is very difficult to accept God’s truth.
What are your overall goals for the next four months?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Children ministry in the Muslim area
Evangelizing new villages
Starting new churches
Train more pastors to take over these new churches

How is your family? Or have your spouse/child(ren) write to your Ministry Partner.

Praise the Lord for my wife and children. They are all well and involved with the ministry work.
Please tell you Ministry Partner how grateful you are for their help and sacrifice. Tell them how you used the funds they sent to
you.

I am so thankful to my ministry partners for seeing to help me in the ministry by sending money for the work. The funds
are used to transport myself from village to village and part of it for food to keep me up as I go on evangelism.
Note:
Gerald Heard, is a Final Frontiers Ambassador, and pastor of Temple Baptist in Layfette, Louisiana. He has just returned from a
trip to Liberia where he spent weeks with George and his team. Gerald shared with us how strong the work is and the effect these
national church planters are having throughout Liberia.
The results mentioned above are those of George alone and do not include all the village evangelism being done by those who
are accountable to his group. In the last two years Gerald was present with them when they took a PowerPack that Gerald’s
church had purchased and used it to evangelize a Muslim town. Now there is a strong church thriving there and John Flomo, another Final Frontiers preacher, who is the pastor there, is trying to raise funds to build a larger church structure, a Christian school
and an orphanage. He has already found over 400 orphans who have lost their families due to the Ebola Virus.
When you are working in the third world nations, there is no end of the ministry opportunities that are actually affordable from
our point of view. Another church asked our help to raise $8000 to purchase their property so they won’t lose their church facility to
an ancestral cult that wants it. (They have built a makeshift structure on rented land). For them $8000 would be like $800,000 to
us. In fact, many American churches couldn’t even paint spaces in their parking lot or pay their monthly utility bill for what is need
to meet this one-time need in the Congo. God has really blessed us and He certainly blesses those who use their abundance to
bless others, and advance His Kingdom purposes. Who will He use to meet these needs?
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By Daniel Nelms
On December 14 I wrote to Pastor Sandy Bozeman who led
his church, Victory Hill Baptist, to purchase our first P
P
unit back in 2013, and then two more units in 2014. I think it will
encourage all the families and churches who have helped by purchasing and donating a P
P
unit. Here is an excerpt from
that email.
In the past couple of years your church has funded the deployment of two of our Pਮਸ਼ਤPਠਢਪਲ.
We keep detailed statistics and reports on the project as a
whole but I wanted to share with you the direct result of your
church’s investment. To date your two Pਮਸ਼ਤPਠਢਪਲ have been
used:

 86 times to screen the Jesus film.
 8,933 people have seen the Gospel presentation (an average of
104 viewers per showing)

 3,005 people have come to Christ (an average of 35 souls per
viewing)

 that equals a 30% conversion rate among all viewers.
 also at least 7 new churches have been planted.
The above statistics are the result of just one church involving
themselves technologically in missions. Since that time we have
received other reports from other fields. In mid-March we received
this report from India concerning P
P
#104 which was
purchased by Mr. Elton Barber.
Our Regional Director Babu Prasad wrote …
This unit was used in the past three months to evangelize in
two villages which resulted in starting a church in one and persecution in the other. The two villages had a total population of
some 10,000 souls and we were able to visit with several hundreds of them. The team leader who was conducting all this effort
is Stanley Paul. In one service there was 50 souls and in the other
more than 1000. Ten accepted Christ and there would have been
more if it were not for the disruption. He wrote:
We used this film in a small village. We knew it was a good
place but in order to be wise, we invited a couple of families to a
particular venue. We did no mention the venue first (that it was a
Christian film) and at the last moment we mentioned it. There
were about 50 people and no room to sit. People watched the film
by standing. After that we prayed and 10 of them gave their life to
the Lord. Now every week there is a Bible study going on.
In the other area we were arranging for the film show and there
were about 1000 people. We were praising God for the good
crowd and hired extra speakers to be big enough for all the people. As we gave the introduction and was about to start, about fifty
youngsters from the Hindu Parshith (a right wing Hindu activist
group) told us to take the equipment and leave this place immedi-

ately. As we were trying to explain what we are doing our pastor, M. Vincent was pushed down and they gave him two slaps.
One of his legs was fractured
and he was admitted in the hospital.
While the open air units are
doing very well we are seeing a
growing opportunity and need to
deploy the smaller, closed units.
These are designed specifically
to show the films in classrooms,
houses, etc. Such showings are
usually in small, darkened
rooms with an audience of one
or two dozen people. These
units do not need or have all the
gadgets and equipment as the
full size model ($2950.00). For
example, there is no need for a huge, double-sided screen,
multiple speakers, solar panel, outdoor gear, etc. As a result,
these M
P
P
cost on $999.95.
We want to encourage those of you who see the overall
value of the P
P
ministry to donate so that we can provide more of our national preacher teams with these less expensive models.
By the way, though faithfully serving for years and having
already started three churches, Vincent has no sponsors. Let us
know if you are interested in supporting him for $50 monthly.
His ID number is 4903. Learn more about him and his family at
www.FinalFrontiers.world)
See reports and international viewing location on our website:
www.thepowerpack.org
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The Conundrums of
Missions
A conundrum is defined as “a confusing and difficult problem or question”.
Every problem has a surface cause and a surface solution. In this series we hope to peel back the layers that will
reveal not only the problem but also the cause, the root causes, the possible solutions and the steps to resolve it.

#1

Dropping support of a missionary (American or national). Is doing so legitimate?

By Jon Nelms

First let me say that if the missionary you are considering
dropping is me or is involved in our ministry, then you should
know that it is impossible to drop support without the most horrible and perpetual sensation of extreme guilt. (just kidding)
Let’s get serious. Many pastors are unhappy with some of
the missionaries their church supports and would like to drop
their support but feel guilty with even thinking of doing so, knowing it will hurt the missionary and offend some of their church
members.
They see continual ministry inactivity and a lack of regular
communication to the church. Letters that do arrive speak much
about illness, family trips and birthdays and little about souls
saved, churches started and preachers trained. The pastors
here grapple with the idea that it is “wrong” to drop a missionary’s support, as if he has an inherent right to their support,
even if he is not producing results.
Before I respond to this conundrum, keep in mind that until a
little over a hundred years ago, missionaries were not supported. They were either funded by their board (as many still are) or
they worked with their hands to pay their own expenses. Paul
did it that way by being a tent maker. Having such a profession
allowed him to meet other tent makers like Aquila and Priscilla,
dye merchants like Lydia and no doubt many other tradesmen
and craftsmen, not to mention wholesalers and customers.
When the modern-day missions emphasis began two centuries
ago, the first missionaries emulated his pattern. William Carey
owned businesses and factories, friends of Adoniram Judson
served as translators and government liaisons and Moravian
missionaries sold themselves as slaves to live and work on the
sugar cane plantations of the Caribbean so as to have access
to the slaves living there. They also started what became the
largest shipping company in the world.
In the past five or ten decades we missionaries have gone
from hoping churches will support us to expecting them to do
so. Churches now gain recognition over the volume of their missionary support. It matters little what “their” missionaries are
doing or what they have accomplished, but by how many they
actually support. Many churches today still boost their missions
interest emphasis by giving missionaries less so that they can
give to more; and we missionaries are happy to get whatever
you’ll give us.
There are two things that most missionaries will admit to …
1. It is hard to get a church to support you. Typically, a
missionary will only get support from about 30-50% of the
churches he goes to, so he has to visit several hundred
churches to get enough support to raise the $5,000 to
$8,000 monthly support that his board recommends or requires of him. FYI, most churches will pledge (but not necessarily give) between $50 and $200 monthly for support of
a missionary family. That church will be one of 50-100
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churches that support that family. By contrast, our preachers
receive between $25 and $200 for full support.
2. It is rare for a church to drop your support once they
begin it. (Hallelujah!) However, this is changing now as
more pastors are demanding reports and dropping support if
they don’t hear from the missionary. Still, most pastors do
realize how hard it is to replace lost support and that the
missionary will have to wait until furlough to return home to
acquire more, so they are hesitant to drop.
Perhaps I am in a unique position to address this subject in
that while pastoring I supported missionaries and was often faced
with this conundrum. Now, and for the past thirty years, I have
received support as a missionary while serving as the leader of a
missions organization that supports nearly 1,300 national preachers. I understand both the caution and concern in dropping a
servant of God. Over the years we have dropped more than a
thousand national preachers for various reasons. The most common among them was death, no longer a need or failure to report. Our standard is “No report, no support” and it works well.
While some look at support as a “contract” between a church
and a missionary, I see it differently. To me, no church is under
obligation to support me or any other missionary. Each church is
however under a biblical mandate to support missions by doing
its part to fulfill the great commission. That being said, it is every
church’s responsibility to give while at the same time realizing
they are stewards of God’s money and will be held accountable
for how it was spent.
Some wrongly feel it is only their job to give and then it is between God and the missionary how it is used. I respectfully disagree. If you buy a hamburger and they give you raw meat or no
bun you don't eat it, you confront the manager and get a proper
replacement. Stewardship is not just spending money, it is
spending it wisely and with accountability that the desired and
expected results were accomplished. (And understanding if not,
why not?) It is the Lord’s money and it is given to multiply the
efforts of the steward. The giver has an obligation to give wisely,
prudently, and with the expectation and evidence of results.
Now back to the “contract”. There are written contracts and
verbal contracts but every contract, like every coin, has two sides
(except the contract / covenant / testament God made with us
where Christ does the work and we receive His finished work as
a free gift of Grace).
Contracts have reasonable expectations from both sides. The
missionary expects the church to give, as pledged, on time, as
committed. If that becomes impossible, he should at least be
informed as much in advance as possible. If offerings are too low,
he should not be abandoned. It would be better for the church to
seek out and abandon some unnecessary fluff in the budget than
to abandon a servant of God, doing God’s work, whom you have
committed to support.
On the flipside, the church expects a certain amount of work
or commitment from the missionary. If he is not fulfilling his side
of the deal, then he has basically cancelled the contract. From
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time to time we hear from a sponsor who is concerned because
they have not received any reports from the preacher they are
supporting. When I look into it we often find that the sponsor has
not only failed to fulfill their monthly commitment, but has not
given in a year or more. The missionary or national preacher
should not be under obligation to report to someone who is not
supporting them, but they should be required to report to anyone
and everyone who is. BTW, I have seen my prayer card and letters on many church walls that do not support us. The members
think they do but they don’t.
Supporters should expect and demand more than just a letter,
email or Facebook entry. They should want some meat on the
bones of the report. Let me be brutally candid about this. If a missionary is sending you a report and habitually does not mention
leading someone to Christ, discipling a new convert, training a
young man for ministry or starting a church, then there is likely
only one reason. He hasn’t been doing it. Drop him. He is being
supported by you with the reasonable expectation that performance and results are expected. If there are none than he is either sadly incapable or incredibly lazy. You have to determine
what you expect from the missionary as each field is different and
some produce slower than others. As a supporting church, you
should let him know when his support begins, exactly what you
expect from him. If he does not fulfill his requirement for support,
then you are wrong to give it to him. You are encouraging laziness and indifference.
The bottom line is that you should treat him as you treat any
other person serving in your church. If your music director fails to
lead the singing, organize specials, etc. you replace him. If your
youth pastor never has activities, the group does not grow, he
never visits, you replace him. Likewise, if you have a missionary
who is not doing what you expect a missionary to do, replace
him; and don’t feel guiltily about it. Remember, you are a steward; your calling is not to support him, it is to support missions. By
continuing his support, you have failed in your calling. Keep that
up too long and maybe the Lord will be replacing you.
A final thought …The first missionaries we read of were Paul
and Barnabas. Their hard work and success drew many a new
convert to them. In fact, we have no idea how many. What we do
know was that it was enough so that in a very short time they had
“turned the world upside down” and Paul declared that he was
moving to Spain because in the entire region of Greece/Turkey
there was no place where the gospel had not already been
preached. As a missionary (church planter) Paul needed to move
on because where Christ is named you need a Pastor. Where
Christ is unknown and unnamed, you need a Missionary.
One of Paul’s first assistants was a young man named John
Mark, the nephew of Barnabas. After spending time with him in
ministry Paul determined that he would no longer work with John
Mark. Though Demas abandoned Paul for the pleasures of the
world, Paul dismissed John Mark (dropped his support as Paul
financed the men serving with him), because he was considered
unworthy. He was too young, too homesick and his work was
negatively affected by his loneliness and inabilities.
Barnabas was not a “full time” missionary; he spent much time
at home and visiting Asia’s established churches. He was what
Ephesians would call an apostle and a prophet. He was better
suited in personality and calling to deal with the inadequacies of a
young John Mark and mold him into what Paul would later call a
“useful” minister whom he was envious to have as an assistant.
Missions is not meant to be a USO performance. It is a deliberate invasion deep into hostile, enemy territory. As a missionary,
Paul did not have time or resources to spend on a ministry infant.
He had a job to do and a limited time in which to get it done. His
laying aside John Mark caused a breach in his relationship with
Barnabas but also resulted in the potential of taking the gospel to
twice as many regions in the same time period.
Paul “dropped” John Mark for a time so that he could receive
more training from Barnabas and live to serve with him another
day. Dropping a missionary could be just the impetus a young (or
old) man needs to wake him up to his calling.

Possible Solutions
For Pastors:
How to keep from having to drop a missionary











Do not commit 100% of the pledged missions support as
some members will fail you and others will lose their jobs or
move away. Better to commit to 70% and if there is extra
left over at the end of the year, you can use it to help with a
special mission project, send members or staff on a mission trip, or just have an emergency buffer.
Determine what you expect of a missionary, put it on paper
and have the missionaries sign it and give him a copy. If he
wavers in the expectations, use it to remind him.
Make a distinction between foreign missions and home
based ministries like prisons, tract ministries, anti-abortion
and other worthy and needy causes that you want to help
with. Remember that biblically, missions is taking the gospel to those where Christ is unknown and planting churches, training pastors and moving on to repeat the process.
In making this distinction you could perhaps classify them
as foreign missions and outreach ministries.
Determine what percentage of your giving will go to missions and what percentage will go to outreach ministries. In
this way you will not accidently tip too far in either direction.
I have seen many churches that give over half of their
“missions funds” to causes in the USA. Good intentions do
not fulfill the great commission.
Have fail safe protocols such as “No report, no support”. In
essence, if they are dropped it is because they left you no
other choice. They dropped themselves.
Any changes you make to your policies should be forwarded to those you support so they can adapt, examine their
compliance capabilities and have an opportunity to
strengthen their relationship with your church rather than
losing it.
For Missionaries:
How to keep from being dropped











Fully explain to the churches, not what you hope to do but
what you have already been doing. We have an abundance of young, inexperienced missionaries who say they
are going to go plant a church in another land but have
never planted one in their own land, culture, or country. If
that is you then be honest about it. Tell where you are going, who you will work with, how that veteran will help you
become a successful, life-long missionary and what you
have already done to prepare.
Have substance in your letters. The purpose is not just to
make a mandatory connection but to help the pastor interest his members in giving to and going as missionaries.
You are his partner. Show the churches how you are making progress in your journey as a missionary.
Talk a little about family, after all, your churches love you,
but remember they have members that have forgotten you
or never met you. They don't care if your cat died. Tell
them what YOU are accomplishing with THEIR support.
Don’t promote the work of the nationals or other missionaries as your work. Be sure to “give honor to whom honor is
due”. It’s a small world and you don't want to become
known as one who easily exaggerates your efforts.
Remember, if you don’t take the time to report, they have
no reason to take the time to write you a check. You are in
a contract with every church that supports you. Live up to
the terms and expectations of the contract.

If you have a conundrum that you would like addressed,
email me … jnelms@finalfrontiers.org
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GOING BACK TO WHERE
WE BEGAN
By Jon Nelms

30

years of reflections

That was then …
In September of 1986 I was taken by three national preachers
into a village of the Akha tribe and was permitted to evangelize
them. At that time they had not yet heard the gospel. Out of over
2 million Akha in Burma, Thailand, Laos, China and Vietnam,
there were only five known converts. They all lived in one
village, had been led to Christ by a Chinese evangelist who did
not stay with them long enough to disciple them. He won them to
Christ then moved on. Because of this the tribe as a whole still
had no contact with Christ … until that day. That event was used
by the Spirit of God to stir me into a life-time of personal
missions work and of motivating others to do so as well. It is
why you are reading this story now. (You can read more about
this in my book, The Great Omission or read about it in our 2006
Progress Reports online.)
That day was one of the few you experience in a lifetime that
literally changes who and what you are. You wake in the
morning being one man and by sunset you have become
someone else. God mercifully unrolls the blueprint of your life
and gives you a glimpse of why He made you and what He plans
to do with you.
There were several faces in the crowd (see cover photo) that
day which stood out to me. These were men who had already
come to Christ and met us there that day. They were the
Timothies of the national missionaries from the Rawang and Lisu
tribes who were hosting me. Two men stood out in particular,
both about my age at the time. One was named Paul Chirmir and
the other Naykaw. (That was evidently his nickname because I
now know his legal name is U Yu Da.)
This is now …
On January 11 of this year I received an email from a man
named Maung Haeberli from Switzerland. There were several
things about his email that caught my attention. First, I don’t get
emails from Switzerland every day and second, I recognized
“Maung” immediately, as an Akha name. (Most Akha cannot
read their own language, which our preachers developed for
them in the late 1980s, and if they could they have no access to
electricity, computers, etc. Third, it was written in virtually perfect
English. He had my attention, and his words may be responsible
for giving me another one of “those days” in my life. A real life
changer. He wrote …
Dear Final Frontier
My name is Maung, I am originally from Myanmar and move to
Switzerland 9 years ago, I am 38 years old now, when I was 8
years old, I heard my Dad talks about Jon Nelms, I just curious
to meet with Jon Nelms. Please note that I am not a Pastor or
Evangelist, I work in a secular world, but I love God and love our
people in Myanmar. I will be visit some of my friend in Atlanta in
February, would be great for me if I can meet Jon Nelms.
God bless, Maung
Of course I responded immediately with great excitement and
many questions such as, who are you, who is your father, etc. In
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reply he sent me his
family photo and began
to tell me his history.
Still, I did not recognize
the name of his father
whom he called A Gaw. I
know that they often
have several names so I
sent him a list of all the
names in our database
of all the Akha preachers
we have assisted. His
name still didn’t show
up. (Years ago we had
some corrupted files and
lost
some
archived
letters and photos and
even some complete
files
on
certain
preachers. Evidently his
dad’s file was among
those.) I asked Maung if
he had a photo of his
dad and he sent me a black and white picture (above) that was
taken in 1988. It was the same picture we had used to display
his family for support as I traveled, speaking in churches here in
the States. Upon seeing the photo, immediately the word
Naykaw came out of my mouth. He was one of the two Akha
men that I loved the most and have missed the most. After 25
years of praying and wondering, my prayer had been answered.
We were to be reunited.
Maung told me that his dad had met me in 1986 at my first
introduction to the Akha tribe and that their family had moved
back into Myanmar (Burma) in 1987. He mentioned that I had
supported his dad for several years and then they lost contact.
Maung wrote, “I am so excited to meet with you, the man that
used to support my dad long years ago”. I was excited too!
After coming to visit with us for a few days Maung returned to
Switzerland. Several days later he wrote.
Hello Jon
I talked with my Dad for 1 hour a few minutes ago, and I told him
everything about you. I figure out that he can also not able to
hold back his tears when he heard about you. He is happy to
hear that God bless you so much, and use you to impact and
planting Churches all around the world. He is looking forward to
meeting with you in October, or as soon as possible if you
schedule is changed.
The Lord willing, this November and December my wife and I
will be traveling to Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Myanmar
(Burma) and I will have the joy to see these old friends again. In
addition, I will have the absolute joy of seeing with my own eyes
how they have faithfully served the Lord and magnified His name
throughout this dense jungle region, known during World War II
as “the hump”. This region swallowed up many Allied pilots who
were shot down and unable to find their way out. It is also the
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A Yi, became a preacher. Where he stands is where Jon stood in his first encounter with the Akha several months earlier.
Maung, A Gaw’s son who now oversees our tribal works and TAL ministry in Burma, Laos and China.
Deborah, Maung’s sister who lives in just over the border in Thailand and helps manage their children’s homes.
A Gaw’s mother, now age 75
A Gaw, has started many churches and has over 100 Timothies. He is now our new Akha Tribal Director for Burma.
Paul Chirmir is our new Akha Tribal Director for Thailand.

Seven of the eight men in the photo became preachers. After thirty years several are already in Heaven and the rest still serve faithfully. The house in back is where Jon stayed and ate dog and leeches. It became the dormitory for the Institute students. It is now
gone and replaced by a concrete structure.
region that gave fame to the guerilla unit known as “Merrill’s
Marauders”. They were an all-volunteer, deep penetration force
of the US Army, sent to wreak havoc on the entrenched
Japanese troops. The terrain was so difficult and the diseases of
malaria and typhoid so prevalent, that at the end of the war, of
the 2,750 volunteers, only 130 remained alive and there were
only two who had not been hospitalized for wounds or illness.
This is an unhospitable area with dense jungles and steep
mountains. Access is still difficult though some roads have been
built but due to some of the governments of the area, tourists
have not been allowed since before World War II. As a result, no
missionaries have ventured into that area (legally). But when you
lock us out, you lock them in and so A Gaw and his friends have
faithfully evangelized where we cannot even venture to go.
As correspondence continued I learned that Maung’s two
sisters, Doborah and Esther were now 35 and 33 years old. Both
of these ladies are in the picture above as little girls. Esther now
lives in Germany and Deborah lives just across the border in
Thailand and is married to a Thai Akha man. The entire family is
still serving the Lord and are running nine children’s homes.
A Gaw, who is now 64 years old, has lost no time in his
service, even though he was not funded by any church or group.
He now has 280 tribal preachers whom he has trained in his two
Bible Institutes. 40 of these men serve in Thailand and 240 in
Burma. In addition to this, A Gaw has personally started 18
churches. Ten in Burma and eight in Thailand. And if this was
not enough to deserve a well-earned retirement, he is now
training 20 more Burmese Akha and 12 Laotian Akha men for
ministry and sending them out to plant churches in their own
countries and in southern China where all these lands meet
together in what is called, the “Golden Triangle”.
Westerners don’t realize it but Thailand to China and
Thailand to Vietnam are only sixty miles apart. Just two-thirds

the distance from Florida to Cuba. In missions today we refer to
the word “nations” found in the Great Commission as “countries”
but in reality it is the Greek word ethnos which means people
groups or tribes. These tribes have lived in their homelands long
before they were known as borders of a country. They are
usually looked down upon as lesser-citizens and tolerated as
uneducated and downtrodden. Tribal preachers can often walk
right through national check points because the guards do not
see them as a threat. The Akha are just one tribe that lives in
every country of the Golden Triangle and since their first
exposure to Christ in September 1986 they have literally
crossed every border to reach their brothers and cousins with
the Gospel.

The Akha in all these lands speak the same language,
however, as time passes they are introduced to new words. For
example, a hundred years ago there was no Akha word for
airplane, car, rocket, electricity, bus, computer, internet or any
other invention of the past century. When introduced to these
modern wonders, they were introduced by the host culture, not
their own. So for example, the Thai Akha have a different word
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for “car” then the Burmese Akha, Chinese Akha, Laotian Akha or
Vietnamese Akha. In each case they adopt the local word thus
the Thai Akha use the Thai word for car, etc. So when an Akha
from Thailand meet an Akha from China, they can converse
freely in Akha until they come upon a modern term, then they
confuse each other.
Additionally, over time as new words are assimilated, other
words are adapted. We see this in our own country. As a refined
Southern lady from Georgia, my mother pronounced floor as
flooowha and door as dooowha. In Maine, a car is simply a ka.
Local cultures also have items not always shared in other
lands thus more new terms are introduced. When I went to
college in Indiana, I was shocked the first time I sat down for
breakfast. I thought to myself, “these Yankees don’t know how to
make grits”. I was right that they don't know how, but wrong in
that they weren’t trying to make grits. They were eating some
ungodly and failed impersonation of grits called cream of wheat.
Now why in the world would any sane person want to eat
creamed bread? In my four years at college I struggled to
convert the Yankees to eat grits. There were some converts but
for the masses I had to resign them to the verse that says, “Let
him who would be ignorant be ignorant still.” (I still pray for them
and no longer hold a grudge. I had to let it go when I learned a
few years ago that my paternal grandmother was born in
Indiana. Oh the unbearable shame my Southern heart endures.)
Now, where was I? Oh yes …
As time passes and new customs are introduced and
languages as well as accents change, a new ethnos or tribe is
birthed. This is why there are 24,000 known ethnos in the world
today. When God created ethnos at the Tower of Babel, we
know of only 60 formed on that day. They soon began to multiply
as a result of the processes mentioned above as well as division
caused by migration. At the time Christ came they had grown to
over 60,000 distinct people groups but now through assimilation,
purges, genocide, plagues and conquest, we have only 24,000
known people groups. About 9,000 of those have never had
exposure to the Gospel. In September 1986 that number was
12,000 and the Akha were among them.
Since that time many of our preachers have helped in
reaching those 3,000 reached tribes and in doing so have
stumbled upon others that are not even known to exist. Some of
those have been in that very region.
When Maung visited me we discussed such tribes. He told
me about one called Akeu whom they had recently begun to
evangelize and had deciphered that their language was similar
to his tribe, the Akha. As we sat at my desk and looked at
pictures I had taken thirty years ago, he stopped to point out in
several photos there were men and women present who were
from the Akeu tribe. You could tell by their clothes what tribe
they are. Thirty years ago I photographed them but only three
months ago did I ever hear of them. I must wonder how many
missionaries like me have passed over or passed by unreached
people, not even knowing what they were.
In his ministry thus far, A Gaw has mastered the languages of
the Akha, Lahu, Thai, Laotian, Burmese and the Shan. With that
knowledge he is now reaching the ethos of the Akha, Akeu,
Shan, Thai, and Laotian. They are also reaching two other
unreached tribal groups called the Tai Loi and the Palong.
The Akha language, like the people themselves, originated
according to them in Tibet. From there their ancestors traveled
to Yunnan, China and they spoke a language called Hani which
is rooted in the Tibeto-Burma family of languages. Their
language today is very similar to the Lisu language, another tribe
living in the area who wear costumes of blues and yellows rather
than the Akha black. Before the Ming Dynasty the Akha lived in
Yunnan and since that time have gradually migrated south,
though more than a million still live in China. About 150 years
ago they moved into the Golden Triangle; building villages in
dense forests and clearing land for planting rice, bananas and
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vegetables. Slash and burn methods of farming soon exhaust the
land and require them to move and erect new villages about
every ten to fifteen years.
They have a tradition that at Babel, where God confused the
languages and created the ethnos, that they, and all the other
ethnos were given a book about the Creator in their new
language. The Akha like all the others have lost that book and
each tribe has a tradition as to how it was lost The Akha say it
was written on leather and dogs tore it. Since that time they have
“lost the knowledge of the Creator” and were waiting for someone
to bring the book to them again. On that day in September,1986
when I walked into one of their villages, I took out my copy of
God’s Book and told them about the Creator and the streets of
gold in His village. They knew the story, which had been passed
down from generation to generation since Babel, though they had
no written language at this time. Many converted that day and
we helped to finance the development of an Akha language and
print the Bible for them. Since then their own preachers have
been taking the Book from village to village, across national
borders and to similar tribes. An entire sub-continent that had
been sealed away from the Truth is now embracing it.
After reliving my history with his people and my friendship with
his father, I asked if A Gaw has any preachers that would qualify
for support from our ministry. It was then I learned that he
currently has 44 church planters in need. 32 in Burma, 8 in Laos,
2 in China and 2 in Thailand. We are waiting now for their
applications but already have funding available for nearly half of
them.

1987 A Gaw studies at our Bamboo Bible School
What about the other preacher, Paul Chirmir …
We worked with Paul for many years and he was always
effective and a true leader to his people. When I took my wife
and children to Thailand we slept in Paul’s house on the bed
platform and he had a man stay in the room with us and sit up all
night watching us. I asked why and he told me that the man was
there to make sure that no cobras would cuddle up against us. At
night the temperature drops to what they consider to be cool and
snakes look for something warm to lay on or against.
About two years later I received word that Paul’s wife had
died. A group of them had gone off into the jungles to look for
villages to evangelize. After several weeks some needed to
return home for the harvest. Paul and his Timothies continued but
his wife went home with the others. In route, while walking along
a slim mountain trail during a rain storm, she lost her footing and
feel hundreds of feet to her death. Three weeks later when Paul
returned home he learned that his wife had been killed and
buried.
Several years later a church from Michigan area had heard of
our ministry and went over to visit. They made contact with our
men and decided they wanted to start their own ministry and
persuaded one of the younger men, who was incredibly fluent in
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English, to join with them. Our men had always been under the
leadership of our Thai director, a national pastor from Bangkok.
Due to this sowing of discord, the younger man decided he no
longer wanted to be “under” a Thai and energetically convinced
some of the other men to split and form a new group. Paul,
though a dear friend to our director, wisely chose to leave with
the Akha group. Even if the division seemed inappropriate and
was certainly hurtful, still the fact remained that the Akha
needed to develop their own tribal leadership and Paul was
convinced that it was a “now or perhaps never” situation. Since
that time I have lost contact with Paul but look forward to
working with him again as they were of course, quickly
underfunded and soon abandoned by the group from Michigan.
When word of our ministry and concept began to spread in
the late 1980s I introduced many American pastors to the men
there and some of them began to take annual trips to teach and
encourage. Seeing there was no longer a need for me, I shifted
my focus to other lands and other cultures. I am a missionary
(which is where we get the word apostle in Eph. 4). I am not
called to go and stay but to go and go and go. I look for places
to start a work and then turn it over to pastors. That is my role
and my calling. It’s what missionaries are designed to do. So
from that day, I put my attention elsewhere and we are now
serving in nearly 90 countries.
Just as Paul had men who followed behind him teaching
other doctrines, we too had the same problem. After our first few
years, our group of some 45 men was disrupted by someone
teaching them the doctrine of salvation by grace through faith
plus baptism. When I learned about this I flew to Thailand to try
to correct the error. Two of the men who were excellent
evangelists and greatly used by God were convinced it was the
truth. (Baw Du and Tu Ya, the two men sitting beside me.) Keep
in mind at that time the Akha did not yet have a written
language. They believed what they were taught and some
American preachers had taken advantage of their innocent trust

and perverted their doctrine.
I showed Maung a picture (above) that had ben taken of me
talking with the group and those two men in particular. His father
is in the photo as well (far right). He was only about five when
this occurred but his father had told him the story. We were at
the Top North Hotel eating and I pointed to another table. I
asked these two preachers, “If we lead those men to Christ and
get up to walk to the river to baptize them and on the way they
are hit by a car and killed, will they go to Heaven?” They
emphatically stated no and it was because the two men
(hypothetically) had never been baptized. So they were openly
persuaded that baptism was not a symbol of salvation but
actually a necessary component of it.
This caused us to have to break fellowship between the
Burmese Akha (which included A Gaw) and the Thai Akha
(which included Paul) and when the group left that day, I
wrongly thought they all followed that doctrine. Only in January

2015 A Gaw with silver hair, his wife beside him and his
parents beside her. Behind him is Maung, Deborah and Esther
and two of Maung’s children.
of this year when I met with Maung did I learn that his father and
others did not agree. That they were Baptist through and
through in their doctrine. Unfortunately, the man through whom
we sent their funds was a part of the group thus we could no
longer send funds to help any who remained with us doctrinally.
Also we incorrectly thought that the entire group had embraced
that doctrine. So for all these years I have thought of A Gaw and
regretted that he would follow such a teaching, having been
taught better. Always I loved him, prayed for him and hoped that
God would reunite us in a common doctrine. A Gaw, for his part,
continued without help, confused as to why we dropped his
support, discourage but faithful. And now with tears of joy he
welcomes me back to his home to serve again as his partner in
the faith.
Then why are we going back …
Well, as I said, the American’s funding quickly ran out as did
their interest. After all, “where your treasure is there will your
heart be also”. As it turned out, many of these men from the
States just wanted a place to take a working vacation each year.
It was convenient to work in Thailand where they could return to
a modern hotel each night, enjoy the AC and good food. I do the
same whenever possible. But returning year after year for many
it became a burden. They could have gone into Laos or Burma
or China, but that was illegal, there was no AC and they didn’t
want to sleep with the cobras at the Bamboo Hilton; so they
picked up and went elsewhere. A few still remain who partner
with the national preachers but few if any offer any financial
support for them. They will gladly spend $2000 on a trip to go
preach to them but won’t support an Akha preacher with even
$20. After all they claim, if you give them money you’ll ruin them.
(I long for the day someone will finally show me that verse. I’ve
been hearing about it for 30 years but have never yet seen it.)
It is my intention to reconnect and see what we can do to
help these men reach beyond their borders and locate the
Akhas wherever they may be. They have the passion, the zeal,
the ability and we have the funding and our shared doctrine
vision. The missionaries who now work with the Akha typically
receive $5000+ in monthly support. The typical Akha preacher
receives about $50, if that. It is our desire to start again with
those who are qualified and deserve our help. To provide the
$50 monthly they need so they can walk away from the rice
patties and into the harvest fields of the Lord going places
missionaries are not allowed to go. If you can help me with that
we can fund both A Gaw and Paul, who have remained friends
and ministry partners all these decades, and their Timothies. I
will be so grateful.
If you are interested in going to Thailand with us in November or
December please let me know.
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In the first few months after completing the structure last June,
we outgrew the existing building, both for church services and the
feeding center; additionally the new houses recently constructed
are bringing in more families than ever. Thus we need to build a
second structure about the same size (illustrated as a yellow rectangle) which will serve as both a Children’s Church area and a
needed overflow for the feeding center.
If enough funds are received we will wall the new building, if
not, we will make it as a pavilion so at least all the children can
get out of the rain while eating and attending services. Our intention is to make it like the existing building; a brick structure with a
cement floor covered by ceramic tile, having a tin roof with electricity and fans. We also hope to build a small kitchen and storage
area so we can begin to prepare food on the spot rather than de-

This is the intersection of two dirt
roads where we started the church
by street preaching in 2011.
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Above you can see a Google map of the village of Suyapa in
southern Honduras. In the inset you can see it a bit better and
notice the red triangular area, which is the property we own. The
white structure is our current church/feeding center which is being used 7 days a week to feed, teach and preach the Word of
God.
Not only has Pastor Omar and his wife Ana moved there to be
a permanent fixture in the community, but Final Frontiers missionaries Tim Posey and Keith Penny are also there most every
day assisting in the ministry, working with the youth and starting
new churches in other villages.
The community has grown to its boarders now and the newer
houses are brighter as their tin roofs have not yet begun to
change color. They were completed a little over a year ago. The
other houses are about six years old.
Pastor Omar and Ana recently bought a house, which is
about 20ft. by 20 ft. for only $1,200 and are building a security
wall around it. They have virtually no furniture except what we
have given them. (Tim loaned them the funds they needed to
make the purchase.)
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livering it each day.
We have the pastor’s wife to oversee the kitchen and give the
daily Bible lessons and mothers who volunteer to cook, clean and
serve each day.
Here’s the bottom line:



we own the land - debt free.



the existing building is also debt free



we already have water and electricity on site



we also have groups coming this summer to help construct
the new facility (free labor)

All we need (before the end of May if possible) are funds to
buy the materials, chairs, appliances, etc. Due to the help of the
volunteers coming down from the States this summer, we estimate that total need will only be $15,000. A small price to pay for
a permanent solution but a price far to high for these poor and
unemployed people to afford. For their benefit and to strengthen
the Iglesia Bautista Providencia (Providence Baptist Church) we
ask for your help.
If you can help, please designate your gift to:
S

C

Final Frontiers Foundation

CHILDREN IN NEED OF SPONSORSHIP
Each child receives only one sponsor and writes to that sponsor every other month. Detailed information regarding
sponsorship can be found on page 23. You can see all the children we have available on our website at www.touchalife.world

INDIA
Name:

Murukurti Joshya

ID No.

5064

Status: Destitute / LEPER
Born:

November 15, 2009

Home:

Peddapuram, Andhra Pradesh

One sponsor needed
at
$35 monthly.

Pastor: Ananda Kumar
This child is a leper whose family, all lepers, live in a colony in
the town of Peddapuram. There are actually several leper colonies
in this area and these people are cared for under the supervision of
our Final Frontiers Director, Pastor Ananda Kumar. He makes sure
that they receive food each day and that the children are educated,
as they are not allowed to enroll in the public school and be around
students who are not infected with the disease.
The little house she lives in situated on a cement slab and has
two rooms. The bathroom is outside and the cooking is done outside over an open fire which is the primary culprit that causes lepers
to suffer amputations. You see the disease kills the nerves in the
limbs, starting with the fingers, toes, ears and nose. Then it moves
deeper into the body to the hands and feet, then finally to the legs
and arms. When the nerves are killed the body no longer feels the
prick of a stone or the burn of a hot cooking pot. Lepers therefore
become infected and the infection leads to amputation and death.
Both her mom Chinni and her dad Kishore are good and faithful
church members who spend their days begging for food and coins
to buy their necessities. Murukurthi’s favorite scripture is Matthew
2:1-18 that tells of the delivery of Jesus from the hands of Herod.
Her favorite song is “Jesus loves the little children, all the children of
the world, red and yellow black and white they are precious in His sight, Jesus loves the little children of the world”.
When we first met her she was not in school. The parents would take her with them each day as they would go to beg and have
her do likewise. In their minds this was preparing her for the only possible life that she had before her. Because of the pastor who provides school for her she now has a greater hope for the future. This of course gives her family great hope and has caused them to
become even more faithful in church to show their gratitude to the Lord Jesus. Still however, she has no sponsor and the pastor cannot continue to pay all her needs
as there are hundreds of others just like her that need
help as well.
We are asking for a family or Sunday School class to
sponsor her for $35 monthly. This will guarantee that
she receives food each day and is able to stay in school.
Imagine how much can be done with such a little amount
of money.
We also have several other leper children in need of
sponsorship. Let us know if you can sponsor one.

Jalam
# 5061

Harsha
#5065

Vemagiri
#5066

See a brief video (1:20) made by Michael and my granddaughter Jennifer at: https://vimeo.com/148533145

Can you help?

We have children needing support on our website. WWW.TAL.WORLD
Can you please help with sponsorship or even a one time offering for our Daily
Bread program? Doing so will enable us to at least feed hungry children once a
day? $10 can feed up to 10 children for a month.
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The Dਠਨਫਸ Bਤਠਣ Program provides food in bulk to feed hungry
children and families who are not yet sponsored through our
Tਮਢਧ A Lਨਥਤ program. See page 23.

“I would rather invest funds helping those who are doing something
today than to risk funds on those who plan to do something someday.”
Jon Nelms
On page 8 we printed a report
from our Liberian Director, George
Menyon. What the report did not
mention is that he has a daughter
whose name is Patience. She has
recently been transferred to a somewhat remote village by her employer,
a Liberian nonprofit. When she arrived she rented a room and soon
learned that there were about 21
orphaned children living on the
streets of the village. They are all
what is called Ebola Orphans because they lost both their parents to
the disease and now have no one to
care for them. As a result, in an effort
to bear their burdens rather than just
feel sorry for them, she has taken
them into her rented room and given
them a place to stay. She also
shares her food with them. That’s 22
people eating off the food allotment
of one person and sleeping in a room
made to accommodate just one.
We are in the process of determining if we can enlist Patience’s
ministry into our T
L
program but in the mean time, until we
can get all 21 children sponsored, we
need funds for their D
B
to
keep them alive and relatively healthy. Let us know if you would
like to help.
This morning I spoke with Patience (pictured at right) on the
phone to get more detail. Allow me to summarize ...
I was amazed by this incredible young, single lady who has
taken it upon herself to serve God in this way. She has no support and only a meager salary but an enormous amount of faith.
Her life is a testimony to the wholehearted devotion of her mom
and dad from whom she learned self-sacrifice. What joy they
must feel to see their daughter serve so selflessly for our Lord as
they have, all their lives. We most often think of men serving the
Lord as if the wife just tags along behind him with no need of
faith and no knowledge of sacrifice. That is rarely the case in
reality, but even if it were, Patience has certainly broken that
mold. Like a Lydia, Jael, Deborah or one of the Marys; she has
“done what she could” and cried out, “here am I Lord, use me”
and God is blessing others because of her. Perhaps some of you
ladies who read this will desire to share her heavy burden. Let us
know.
For now though, with your help we can cover the cost of their
food and lodging. Over the next few months we will try to find
sponsors for all 21 children, but keep in mind, the T
L
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program is designed for feeding centers giving one meal a day, not orphanages or children’s homes where
the kids need three meals a day, staff,
utilities, more bedrooms, etc. So we
need to find out if there are churches,
Sunday School classes or individuals
who will be willing to sponsor her work,
the Amazing Grace Orphanage of
Bopolu, Liberia. She needs about
$1200 per month to cover all their operating needs. If all goes well we will
look into opening other small orphanages and children's homes in Liberia
that can be staffed by pastor's families
or other good church members.
(We are currently investigating two
homes in Burma as well.)
And who knows, maybe someone reading this will want to move
to Liberia and help Patience. What
a great way to spend or finish your
life, serving your final years on the
mission field, touching lives for
eternity.
God willing, eventually we will
have all twenty-one children sponsored for $35 each (monthly) and
some extra funding for the orphanage maintenance. Until then we will
have to provide for them through the D
B
program and
to be honest, there is no surplus in that fund as we always send
out whatever comes in. The only way to feed her kids right now is
to literally take the food out of the mouths of others. I am sure you
will agree that is not acceptable. The right way is to ask for your
help to float this need while we busy ourselves seeking committed monthly sponsors for each child. Are you able to be one of the
twenty-one that we need? If not, are you able to help with an offering to float us until we find the twenty-one?
Remember, because it is an orphanage, there are many unusual expenses that I have already mentioned, thus, on top of the
twenty-one sponsors needed, we will need others who are willing
to support “the orphanage” itself. If that is your desire, please
mark your donation with a note so that we can disperse your offering as you intend. Any amount will help.

B
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Through a special gift, we have the funds needed to help the
orphanage for the month of April. Now we need your help for May
and forward. Twenty-one sponsors each at $35 monthly and another $800 monthly from other sources for clothes, medicines,
utilities, a second room, etc.

Final Frontiers Foundation

Can you
help me?



The bad news is that we are limited by the weakness of
our current signal strength.



The good news is that we now have the opportunity to
broadcast further and expand our influence reaching beyond our current geographic limitations; and we can do all
this from our existing studios.
With just a little help we can begin to transmit our signal to
the capital city and multiply our reach to additional cable networks, allowing us to reach into millions of homes across Honduras and Guatemala. From there we can upload to the internet and broadcast to Spanish speakers worldwide.
This is a reality, not a dream. Five years ago my wife Nolin
and I personally financed the beginning of this ministry using
our savings. CMI has since donated a great deal of equipment
and programming and we have also produced our own shows
with preaching, music, talk formats and community service. All
this has been done to win souls and help in church planting
efforts. But that was then - so let’s talk now.
We have the technology, we have the staff and preachers,
we have the partnerships with the national churches that will do
the follow-up. All we lack are funds to expand, create more
programming for adults, children and teens and even put our
Bible Institute on TV so that poor any preacher who cannot
travel to our campus, can nonetheless study and gain a diploma, long distance, free of charge. This will allow us to strengthen existing churches and start new churches all over this region
of Central America.
We have reached our limit and can go no further without
your help. God's Word is poised to reach out so effectively
through the medium of Christian T.V. but we have this hurdle of
insufficient finances. We need your help to jump the hurdle and
race to the finish line.
In the past, I have from time to time informed you of what
we are doing on television but now I am asking you to move
from mere information to meaningful involvement. God has
given F
F
T.V. an incredible opportunity in the
past 2 years to reach the municipalities of Cantarannas, Villa
de San Francisco, Moroceli, Ojo de Agua, Yuscaran and six
other communities. Now we want to reach the entire country
and beyond. To do that we need not $10 million or even $10
thousand dollars but only $1000 monthly to expand our outreach. Think of the potential … millions of souls saved, thousands of preachers trained and new churches started, and all
for just $1000 a month.
Designate your offering for “Fronteras Finales TV”

A. M. T.

Final Frontiers’ philosophy is that since we have been given
the tools of television, internet, radio and other media outlets,
we must facilitate taking the Gospel to the places it has never
yet penetrated. Through our television partnership with C
M
I
we have been saturating a small
part of Honduras for almost 2 years. We are literally available in
every home that has cable T.V. - 24/7/365 - with our personal, culturally-applicable message of salvation and spiritual
growth.

Advancing Missions through Technology

( please )







Parents need tools to teach missions to their children. That’s why biographies are written.
Pastors need tools to encourage missions involvement among their people. That’s why churches display flags, maps and have mission conferences.
Students need tools to help them understand the
cultures and customs of the world. That’s why missions classes are offered.
Every Christian needs tools to touch their emotions
regarding the needs of the world. That’s why Visionary Trips are scheduled.
We all need a better understanding of missions.
The better we understand the mission the more
energetically, effectively and quickly we will complete it. That’s why you need Final Frontiers and our
unique technology.

For years you have been able to access our website
and research preachers by their country or tribe. Later
we added their personal and ministry photos, like the
ones you see in each Progress Report. That’s 37,757
photographs. Then we added their GPS coordinates so
that a simple click takes you to Google Maps where you
can actually see the area where any preacher/child lives
and serves. Now, our AMT Division is currently working
to catalog and tag every one of those photographs.
What’s left? Get ready for the next step because Michael Horne has taken the proprietary software he design he created for us and made it even more amazing!
We are now in the process of adding an additional
56,455 photos to our public database (the number grows
daily) that were taken by our staff, missionary affiliates,
Visionary Trip participants, etc. And what’s more, we are
cataloging and tagging each of these photos as well so
you will be able to search for a specific photo - such as a child on a bed, outdoors in rural India, in the State of
Karnataka on a sunny day with a background containing
a buffalo, grass hut, water pot, a rice field and a preacher passing out tracts. Need more details? If we have it,
you’ll have access to it.
Imagine the possibilities for promoting missions,
making displays, enhancing school assignments and
learning more about different cultures. While browsing
you’ll learn so much more about the world Christ commissioned us to reach and have fund learning it.
This is an ongoing project that will be added to on a
daily basis - literally every time a new photo comes to us
(which is probably ten a day). In the mean time we have
94,212 existing photos to process so be patient and
enjoy your research.
By the way, an offering will help us add more staff to
finish the task more quickly and keep it updated on a
daily basis. Imaging in the future you can register to
receive a weekly update link to view all the new photos
we added that week, fully tagged with appropriate captions. Stay tuned, there’s much more to come.
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God’s Word ...

 for all people
 in all lands
 by all means

WE HAVE RECEIVED MORE REQUESTS FOR NEW
TESTAMENTS AND BIBLES FROM …
 CHINA
 PAKISTAN
 INDIA
 EVERY COUNTRY IN NORTH AFRICA
 EVERY COUNTRY IN THE MIDDLE EAST

By Abo Yosep Rhema (alias)

B

B

I

On March 11, 2016, Seyyed Ali Khamenei, Iran’s Supreme
Leader since 1989, announced in a blistering speech decrying
Christianity and its growing influence in Iran. In the last year, the
secret police of Iran had captured and burned 300,000 copies of
the Word of God in the New Millennium Translation. Each Bible
was purchased by donors of that ministry who gave $12.50 per
Bible.
Soon after Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad was elected
as President in 2005, the
government began a massive persecution against
Christianity and house
churches. In spite of their
efforts it is estimated today that as many as one
million
Iranians
have
come to Christ and if they
have any spiritual instruction at all, it is in a house
church; making house
churches and their pastors
Iran’s number one enemy.
Only churches that have
been approved by the
government are allowed to
operate openly and of
course such approval is a
guarantee that the church
is not preaching true
Christianity. Additionally,
even those churches are
not permitted to preach in
Farsi, the national language of ancient Persia. What good is it to preach if the people
cannot understand you? This was the point Paul made in the New
Testament regarding tongues and it is still a relevant argument
today.
Believers caught worshipping “illegally” are at the least sent to
prison for a year, then endure several more on probation; but
more often than not they are tortured and killed. Convicted as
“apostates against Islam,” their sentence is death.
While there may be several other ministries that are attempting
work in Iran there are a few things about our work that stand out in
stark contrast.
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First, the Bibles we smuggle into Iran are printed and distributed at a price of $6 per Bible. Literally less than half of the
$12.50 other ministries solicit for their Bibles to be printed.
Why is that, I wonder?



Second, we use the accepted 1869 version which has been
approved and used by Iranian Christians for 150 years,
having the Textus Recpetus as its foundation. Why use an
inferior modern translation when the accepted “gold standard” is available?



Third, our Bibles don’t get burned - they get distributed.
This is because we have
painstakingly, and over
many years of on-theground experience, deJohn chapter 1
veloped a safe network of
delivery. Why rush in
using unproven workers
when patient discipleship
will solve the problem?



Fourth,
all
our
preachers are just that,
they are our preachers.
They were won to Christ
by us, trained by us and
are being equipped by
us. We know them, trust
them and rely on them
and they have proven
themselves and their
methods to be secure
time after time, year after
year. And by the way,
they preach in Farsi.
Of course we suffer
persecution as well and
have had many of our
preachers and church members tortured and slaughtered. But
we have a proven network and retrieval protocols that virtually
guarantee that our men, if caught, will be retrieved and live to
preach another day. And we have never yet had a failed delivery.
My recommendation to the well meaning ministries that lost
$3,750,000 worth of Bibles to the fires of Islam … next time give
the funds to us. For that amount we can print 625,000 copies
(not just 300,000) and they will get where they are supposed to,
into the hands of pastors, church members and Muslims seeking Christ. Just a thought.
Get added to our Email Alerts list. Register at:
Letters@finalfrontiers.org
Help us print and smuggle more Bibles into the Middle East for
$6 each. See page 23 for more information.

Final Frontiers Foundation

Nothing brings a smile to the face of a hungry child faster
than a bag of food. In fact, our directors in some countries even
requested that the sponsors, rather than buying toys, purchase a
goat or chicken or a food bag.
Our D
B
program feeds hundreds of unsponsored
children around the world every day. But each summer as teams
go to Honduras on our Visionary Trips, they like to give away
bags of food as we visit churches and evangelize villages.

Like us at:

Facebook/Touch A Life
(so you don’t miss anything)
Donate at:

FinalFrontiers.world

You may not be traveling with us this summer, but you can
still take part in this ministry opportunity and be a blessing, not
only to a hungry child but also to his or her entire family. Our $10
food bags provide the staples to feed a family of four for a week.
They include spaghetti noodles, tomato sauce, salt, corn meal
for tortillas, coffee, sugar, rice and beans and more, including a
gospel witness. In the picture above you can see just how heavy
and packed they are.
In the past these essentials were tax free but now they carry
a 15% sales tax as well as an ever-increasing price tag. You
cannot begin to imagine how blessed a family is to receive one
of these food bags as a gift from your hands to theirs. Some of
these families have no food at all in their “houses” and have
been praying that God would miraculously provide.
If you wish to donate for this cause, please go online and
make your credit card donation or send in a check. Later this
summer we’ll be posting on Facebook and our news alerts so
you can see the success of your donation. Thanks ever so much!
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A special request from
Latin America

VISIONARY
TRIPS

When I wrote The Great Omission it was an
eBook formats and is now being used as miseffort to ensure that the understanding of missions
sions curriculum in a number of Bible colleges,
that I had gained through Bible study and decades
both in the USA and abroad. And that brings
of experience, would live on beyond me. I never
me to the point.
thought that I would see an impact from it in my
We get many requests from schools in Latlifetime. Thousands have been sold and a multiin America wanting copies of the book (which
tude have been given away to pastors, missionaris available in Spanish). We make no profit
ies and national preachers.
It is not uncommon to get
emails and phone calls from
both pastors and missionaries
Now required
telling me that their eyes have
reading by
been opened and their zeal for
missions has expanded.
some mission
One young missionary called
a few years back asking for
agencies and
advice after receiving a copy. I
schools.
responded by asking what he
felt God had called him to be.
His answer was candid and
Available
provoking; he said, “I thought
God had called me to be a misin print and
sionary but after reading your
book I realize that I am not, I’m
in all
really just serving as a pastor
overseas.” His humility was
e‐book
refreshing and after time togethFormats
er he has continued his ministry
and has since that conversations started several other
Now available in
churches and is motivating othSpanish
ers to do the same. Praise God.
I still hear frequently from
other missionaries, young and
Learn more about our ministry,
old, who repeat his confession
methods
and philosophy of missions:
and then move forward to becoming a true missionary
TheGreatOmission.com
(church planter); doing not what
they had been trained to do but
what the call of God commands
them to do - to start churches
from the sales, rather we use it to print more.
that will start churches and train Timothies that will
But now the need is greater than our supply
train Timothies.
can fill so I am asking if you can donate just
Nothing has stunted the expansion of the Gos$10 for a copy (half the retail cost) to give to a
pel more than our “modern” missionary philosophy
Latin American Bible institute or preacher. If
that a missionary is just a pastor in another land.
you can, we will get it printed and delivered.
That’s why most missionaries serving today have
Please send your gift to Final Frontiers and
never even started a church. They think they are
designate your gift to:
fulfilling the Great Commission by pastoring a
“Great Omission Gift Fund”
church someone else started. We are not just
If you want one for yourself you can order it at:
called to GO, but to go and go and go; always
leaving a reproducing church in our wake.
The book is for sale online in both print and
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April:
Mexico
June:
Honduras Visionary
Trips
July:
Honduras Visionary
Trips
August:
Honduras Visionary
Trips
November:
Myanmar
Thailand
Laos
December:
Cambodia
January:
Pakistan
India

CHURCH
MEETINGS

April:
Orlando, FL
Jacksonville, FL
St. Mary’s, GA
Charleston, SC
Myrtle Beach, SC
Fishers, IN
Simmesport, LA
Lakeside Park, KY
May:
Marion, NC
Simmesport, LA
Summerville, SC
June:
Charleston, SC
Hampton, SC
July:
Cincinnati, OH
Louisville, KY
Chilicothie, OH
To schedule a
Final Frontiers,
Smugglers or Touch A
Life speaker for your
church, call
800-522-4324.

GREATEST NEED AT THE MOMENT

Final Frontiers Foundation

I want to receive the Progress Report by Email

Name: _________________________________________________

Email:
____________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________

Check here if this is a new address or phone number.

Phone: (home) __________________

Enclosed is my donation of: $______________

City: ______________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________
(cell) ___________________

to be applied to: _______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please contact me regarding: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Please send me information on your auto-debit program

MOVING BEYOND INTEREST TO

NATIONAL PREACHER You can go to our website to choose a preacher or
simply call our office and ask us to help you find a preacher from our most needy
list. Sponsorship is $50.00 monthly, and since we get most preachers two
sponsors, you have the option of providing double sponsorship ($100.00 monthly)
if you prefer. The standard $50 sponsorship includes $10 support of our ministry
and $10 for the preacher’s ongoing education and accountability overseas. This
gives our foundation funds to operate with as well as providing for immediate
emergency needs overseas. Typically up to half of this amount is used overseas.
You will receive personal correspondence from your preacher at least three
times annually. Each preacher recommended for support has successfully
passed through at least three levels of examination and has been proven to be
doctrinally sound, morally pure and have a verifiable track record in church
planting and training other men who are serving in the ministry.

INVOLVEMENT ...
L
U E
R
Wଥଢଫ Yବଲ’ଯଢ Aଯଢଞଡଶ iଫ Hଢଞଳଢଫ
P
G
- such as a bequest in your will or a
charitable trust, a stock donation or a designation
in your life insurance - is a way you can help us
continue to promote your desire to evangelize this
world, even when you have passed on to the next and its easy to do.
For help, contact your personal
estate planner or let us refer you to one.

TEAM Sponsorship is requested in increments of at least $10.00 monthly.
TEAM stands for Together Effectively Advancing the Ministry. Supported
Final Frontiers Foundation, Inc.
preachers function in groups for accountability purposes but they often
1200 Peachtree St. - Louisville, GA 30434
collectively lack ministry tools that can be useful. The purpose of the TEAM
(800) 522-4324 — Tax ID Number: 58-1721535
funding is to provide each group with money to be used for such things as
printing literature, buying bicycles for the traveling evangelists, emergency relief,
and funding preachers who do not yet have a sponsor. Each trimester as the
funds are mailed abroad, the national coordinator for each nation is asked to fill out a TEAM Report Form which we will copy and send to you. This will
give you a first hand report of how your funds were effectively used to advance the ministry in that land. This program allows those who cannot afford
full sponsorship to still have a part in supporting national preachers.
TIMOTHY PROJECT $10 monthly helps to provide scholarship funds for national Bible colleges, training young men, not yet ordained or graduated,
who already meet our core requirements for sponsorship such as having experience as a church planter and being a discipler of others in the ministry.
Once ordained, they will move into the ranks of veteran preachers and qualify for full sponsorship.
TOUCH A LIFE gives assistance to an orphaned, abandoned or destitute child. The $35.00 monthly sponsorship provides for food, clothing, basic
medical care, and educational assistance. All orphanages, home placement programs and feeding centers assisted by Final Frontiers are administered
by pastors who are supported through this foundation and are operated as a ministry of a local church. Bi-monthly correspondence is required from the
children. Funding distribution for the child is identical to that of the preachers (see the first paragraph) giving us extra funds to help unsponsored children. You can go online to select a child or call and ask for our help. Visit www.TAL.world for more information or call 800-522-4324.
DAILY BREAD is a similar program but does not have a specific sponsor/child designation, rather it is food bought in bulk to feed unspecified unsponsored children who are awaiting sponsorship. These centers also operate out of a local church. The goal of this program is to allow us to feed unsponsored children immediately while we seek full sponsorships for them, thus eventually a Daily Bread Center becomes a Touch A Life center.
SMUGGLERS funding in any amount is used to purchase and distribute Bibles. Many national pastors and Believers do not own a copy of God’s
Word. Smugglers helps to provide God’s Word to those who desire it in free countries and in closed counties such as Islamic nations.
BAGS OF HOPE is our food distribution program feeding widows, orphans and persecuted families living primarily in the Islamic Middle East. Support
for this program is $20 monthly and provides food, clean water, medicine and vitamins for a family of four.
PROCLAIMERS is an enhanced “dramatized audio Bible” in native tongues. The unique packaging allows it to be heard by several hundred people at
a time. This tool is used in villages where no Bible is present, primarily to start or strengthen new churches. PROCLAIMERs cost $165.00 per unit.
Their great strength is that they present the Gospel in many languages where it does not exist in printed form.
THE POWER PACK contains everything needed for one man to show a Gospel film in a village with no electricity without the need of a generator or four wheel drive vehicle. It comes in two forms. The Power Pack Plus includes camping gear. The pricing and details can be seen at
www.ThePowerPack.org
OTHER Any offering given for our HOME OFFICE NEEDS or for the support of one of our MISSIONARY REPRESENTATIVES, whether monthly or
a one time gift, will be applied 100% as designated.
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moved lately? please give us your new address...
e-mail: webmaster@finalfrontiers.org or call: 1—800—522—4324
REGISTER TO RECEIVE PUBLICATIONS AND/OR NEWS ALERTS ONLINE AT: WWW.FINALFRONTIERS.ORG
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...
1,693
4,555
80,364
16,465

Churches Started
Villages Evangelized
Professions of Faith
Believers Baptized

D

1986

50,993
162,325
1,870,733
664,805

...

Churches Started
Villages Evangelized
Professions of Faith
Believers Baptized

...
957
144
748
490

Preachers supported
Timothys supported
Touch A Life Kids
Daily Bread Kids

Around the World
little known facts about … The coming famines of the African continent
While West Africa is in good shape, much of the rest of the continent is experience drought and famine. The Famine Early Warning System Network reports
that more than 40 million people are now classified as “food insecure” and some
are already succumbing to starvation. The shattering photos of starvation in Ethiopia and the Sudan that the world awoke to on a daily basis thirty years ago may
soon become reality again.







Ethiopia is the hardest hit. Estimates reveal that over 10 million will need food
assistance this year as they experience their worst drought in 50 years.
South Sudan, for years has endured a civil war that is now compounded by
food shortages. Nearly 3 million are now in need of emergency food relief.
Zimbabwe had nearly 25% of its population lacking a secure food supply.
Malawi’s crops were down 24% from a five year average. Now another 3
million are food insecure.
Angola, 72% of the population has suffered both crop and livestock deaths.
Child malnutrition is now 15% leaving over one million at risk.

There is no doubt that we will also have “the poor” among us, but that does not
mean that we should not do all we can do to alleviate their suffering. As we give
them bread to live, it is imperative that we also share with them the Bread of Life.
This is an opportunity for Missionaries and National Preachers, with the assistance of Christians at home, to give in the Name of Jesus and see our Lord’s
Name magnified among the nations of Africa and the world.

